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INTRODUCTION. Let H be a Hilbert space and B(H) the C*-algebra of 
all bounded linear operators T: H + H. Consider the following 

two problems: 

A) Find all the closed two-sided ideals of B(H). 

B) For each closed two sided ideal J C B(H), find all 

the representations of the algebra B(H)/J in some 

Hilbert space. 

The first problem has been solved by B.Gramsch (11), (12) (see 

also E. Luft (16)). The second has not yet been solved, even for 

the case J =):OL See, however, [17, §22], [181, (20). 

The solutions to A) obtained by Gramsch and Luft are based on a g~ 

neralization of compactness: the ideals being characterized in 
terms of the "degree of compactness" shared by their constituent 2-
perators. The technique involves lengthy topological arguments. 
We remark that such generalizations of compactness abound: (21) , 

(8), (9) , (14) , (23) , (12). In this note we describe an alter

nate approach to problem A) having only traditional notions of Hil 
bert space (projections, rank, etc.) as main ingredients, thereby 

avoiding generalized compactness. The arguments are considerably 

shortened. 

Concerning problem B), except'when J is the only maximal ideal of 

B(H), the dimension of the universal representation of B(H)/J is 
Zd 

found to be equal to 2 where d = dim H Observe 

that when J is the ideal of compact operators, theDe are faithful 
representations of B (H) / J of smaller dimens ion (20). This is pro

bably true for all non-maximal J. 

§1. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION. 

We shall observe the standard terminology for Hilbert spaces, as 
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used in [6]. All throughout, H will denote a fixed complex Hilber 

space of dimension dim H = d = N6 ' where 6 is. some ordinal number 
6 = 0,1, ••• etc. B(H) will denote the C*~algebra of all bounded Ii 
near operators T: H + H , C(H) and F(H) the two-sided ideals of 
B(H) of all compact operators and operators with finite tank, res
pectively. C(H) is closed in B(H) and F(H) dense in C(H). Greek 
letters a, a, y will denote ordinal numbers in the interval 
["0, 6+1] , so that No " Na " NH1 • No misunderstanding should a
rise from a second use of a, in §3, to denot,e the Stone'-Cech COIl -

pactification ax of a topological space X. Let ~ E [0,6] , K Hil
bert space of dimension ,Na; we '.will denote by ma C"B(H) the set 
ma = {T} of all operators of the form T = QS, where S: H + K , 
Q: K + H are linear and bounded. Obviously IX " a implies ma C 118' 

According to [19] or [1, § 5], ma is a two sided ideal ,of B (H), and 
if P E B(H) is a projection (= idempotent operator) with rank P=Na , 
then ([19,1.3] or [1,5.14]), ma = {TPT' ; T,T' E B(H),l;. It follow! 
from this characterization that T E ma if and only if the closed 
subspace generated by TH = {Tx ; x E H} has dimension at most Na ' 
and this at once implies that all rna are norm closed in B(H) (in 
fact, they, are also sequencially closed in the strong topology 
[5, § 3, N° 1] of B (H)) . If S is a set, Card S denotes the cardinal 

power of S. We assume the generalized continuum hypothesis, 

(ZNa = l"ia+1) although it is not used until Z. 7. 

§2. IDEALS OF B(H). 

Let J'be a two sided ideal of B(H). It ~s well-known that J is g~ 
nerated by the projections inJ ([5, Chap. '1" ,§1, Ex. 6] , [4] , 
[Z~]). Actually, the same proof gives a better result: 

Z.1. LEMMA. Let J C B(H) be a two sided ideal. and T E J; then T 

oan be approximated (in norm) by opera~ors of the form TP, where P 
is a ~ermitian projeotion and P E J. 

Proof. (af. [16, Lemma 5.2] ): Set S T*T and let S = f~ AdPA 
, 0 

be the spectral decomposition of S ;;;a. 0. FO,r E > ° , define K C H 

1 • byK = P EH and let K denote the orthogonal', subspace. Then 
1 

a) K reduces Sand "sIK" "E ,b) for x E K , (Sx,x)> E(X,X). 

It 'follows from b) thatllTxl1 ~ E l / 2 l1xUfot all x E C and therefore 
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TKl is closed and T: KI ... TKI is invertible. Let LE-B(H) satisfy 

LT = identity on KI. Then, if P denotes the orthogonal projection 

on K, we have LTP = P, whence PEJ, and ~'I-TPII2 ~ IITIKI12 = nSIKlloE;;& 

the lemma follows. 

2.2. REMARK. Assume that H is separable, and let JCB(H) be a 

two sided ideal. If J contains a projection of infinite rank, 

then J contains also the identity I: H ... H , and therefore J=B(H). 

On the other hand, if all projections in J have finite rank, then, 

by Lemma 2.1, J is contained in C(H). This shows an old result 

due to J.W. Calkin [2) C(H) is the ~argest proper thlO sided i-

deal of B(H) (cf. [17, Chap. IV, §22, N° 1) ). 

Consider a two-sided ideal J C B(H). We will associate to J an or

dinal number h(J) and a two-sided ideal *J with some properties . 

First. the set of ordinals {a E [0,0) ; ma CJ} , if not empty, is 

an initial segment, and therefore an ordinal h(J) is well determi

ned by the properties a) -loE;;h(J)oE;;o+l ; b) h(J) = -1 if and 

only if J = {a} ; c) for J" to}, maCJ if and only if a<h(J). 

If J = {O} , set *J = {O} ; if J " {O} • and h (J) = 0 , set 

*J = F(H); finally, if h(J»O , set *J =u{ma ; a<h(J)}. It is 

clear that for all J, *J is also a two-sided ideal and J ... h(J) 

and J ... *J are mOllDtonic: J C K implies h (J) oE;; h (K) and *J C *K. AI· 

so, it is easy to see that h(ma) = a+1. 

2.3. LEMMA. For an J hle have *JCJcliJ. 

Proof. If h (J) = 0, then (Remark 2.2) J C C (H) and therefore 

*J = HH) = C [H) :J J. 

Lemma 2.1, there is a 

bed ~ > O. Clearly m 
_Q 

and therefore T E *J. 

Assume h (J) > 0 and take T E J; according to 

projection PEJ with RT-TPII<&, for prescri

= {TPT' ; T,T' EB(H)} CJ, if rank P = ~a ' 

Thus J C *J , as desired. 

2.4. THEOREM ([11) , (16) ). The famiZy l of an aZosed thlo-si

ded idea~s in B(H) is hlelZ ordered by set inalusion. An ideaZ in 

l is Of the form m if and onZy if it has an immediate predecessor 
Q 

tn l~ different from to}. 

Ploof. We will show that the mapping h: l ... [-1,0+1) defined by 

h: J -+ h(J) is an order isomorphism onto [-1, 0+1). First, Lemma 

2.3 shows that h is one-to-one on closed ideals: h(J) = h(K) im

plies *J = *K and therefore J = *J = *K = K. It was already ob-
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served that h is mono.tonic: JCK implies h(J) ";;h(K).The converse 

also. holds: h(J)";;h(K) implies *JC*K, whence J = *Jc*KCK. We 

;how now that h is onto. Let Il E [-1,0+1] and define 

h = U {m ; a < Il} , J = 31' Clearly *J C J1 and therefore 
a 

h (J) ;;;'Il • Let P Il be a proj ection of rank !'Ie' Then 11 P e -Til;;;. 1 for 

all TE ma.' for any a < Il. This is a general fact about closed i -

deals; if P is an idempotent and P does not belong to a closed 

two sided ideal K, then IIp-TII;;;'l for all TEK. The proof is as 

follows: if lip-Til = a<l , then II (P_T)nll";;an + 0 and (p--T)n=p-Sn , 

with S E K. Thus S + P and P <I. K, a contradiction. Hence Po 
n n " 

does not belong to the closure of J 1 ,that ~s, to J and therefore 

ma rt:. J. Hence h(J) ~fl, and so .h(J) = fl, proving that h(J) covers 

[-1,0+1]. Finally, assume J has a predecessor KCJ. Then h(K)~a 

and h(J) = a+l for some a. But also h(ma ) = a+l, so that by uni

queness h(J) = h(ma ) implies J = mal as desired. 

It is clear that the closed two-sided ideals of B(H) can be iden

tified by their h(J), so that we may write J a to denote the ideal 

J satisfying h(J) a. According to the proof of 2.4, we have 

J a = closure U{m fl ; i3 < a}. Then Lemma 2.1 can be reworded as fol 

lows: 

2.5. TEJa if and only if there is a sequenae of aommuting her-

mitian projeations {Pn } suah that T lim TP n > and rank Pn <!'Ia 
for an n. 

We shall prove also the following generalization of Rellich cri

terion, due to E. Luft [16, Th. 5.2] 

2.6. TE J a if and only if for eaah E > 0 there is a subspaae 

HECH with codim HE<!'Ia suah that IITIH II<E. 
E 

Proof. Assume this condition is satisfied, and let P be the or-
1 n 

thogonal projection with nullspace HE for E n Then rank Pn < 

< !'Ia and IIT-TP II = IIT(I-P )11 = IITI H II..;; E, so that 2.5 applies 
n n E 

and TEJa · The converse follows again from 2.5 taking 

HE ker P for 1 
n il";;E. 

Now we consider the compactness condition used in [11] and (16] 

to define Ja. : 
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2.7. TEJa if and o'!l1.y if for every E>O there is a set 5CH 
~ith aardina1. po~er striat1.y 1.ess than M suah that for every 

a 
x E H ~ith Ilx I <; 1 • there is s E S with IITx - s I < E (in other ~ords. 
5 is an E-net for {Tx j Ilx K <; 1 }} • 

Proof. Consider the case a> 1. Let T E J and {P } as in 2.5. 
~ n 

For given E > 0 , choose n large and set 5 =. {TP nX j Ix» <;1}. Now 
for x E H satisfying Hx II <; 1 if s = TP x we have RTx- s I = n 
= UTx-TP nX R < E. Obviously the cardinal power of 5 is not larger 
than ~1-rank P <~. If a = 1, rank P <;~ and 51 = {TP x;1x1l<;1} 

nan 0 n 
is separable, so choose for 5 a countable set dense in 51' If 
a = 0, we already observed that J a C C (H), so that {Tx .; Ux U <; 1 } 
is relatively compact, and therefore totally bounded. In all ca 
ses, then, the "only·if" part of 2.7 is proved. Consider the 
"if" part: assume T satisfies the condition in 2.7, and let K be 
the closed subspace generated by S, P the orthogonal projection 
on K. For Oxll<;1 pick sE5 with UTx-sH<E. Then UPTx-Txy <; 
<; npTx-psll + OpS-TxH <;Upft UTx-sll + fts-Txll <2E , so PT tends to T. 
But the subspace K contains a dense subset of the same cardinal 
power as S (namely, the rational linear combinations of elements 
o·f S), and therefore rank P dim K = card S < ~a ' so that P , 
and PT, belong to J a . Thus T = lim PTEJa , as desired. 

§3. UNIVERSAL REPRESENTATIONS. 

We recall (see [10] or [17, Ch. IV,V]) that if A is a C*-algebra 
with identity e and involution x ~ x*, A can be faithfully repr~ 
sented as a closed *-subalgebra of B(HA) for certait Hilbert 
space HA. The description of HA is as follows: Consider the 
set L = {p} of all linear functionals p: A ~ C , where C deno
tes the complex numbers, that are positive, i.~., p(x*x)~ 0 for 
all x E A, and satisfy p (e) = 1. Such P will be called "states" 
of A. It can be seen that they are automatically continuou~ and 
that L is a convex subset of the dual of A as a Banach space. 
For pEL, a,bEA, define (a,b) = p(b*a); (a,b) is semi-bilinear 
(that is, linear in a and conjugate linear in b), (a,a) ~O and 
also l(a,b)12<;(a,a)(b,b) (Cauchy-Schwarz inequality). Factoring 
by the degeneracy set N = {al (a,a) = O} we obtain an inner pro -
duct space A/N whose completion is a Hilbert space to be denoted 
by Hp' Corresponding to each a E A there is an operator apE B(Hp) 
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defined by extending a (x+N) = ax + N by continuity from A/N to H 
It is plain that II a H Ju aU and that a -> a is a representation 0/ 

P P 
A in H , i.e., a homomorphism of C*-algebras: (ab) = a b , 

P P P P 
(ha) = ha , (a*) = (a )* for a,bEA and A complex. The extreme 

p P P P 
points of L will be called "pure states". When p ranges on the 
set of pure states we obtain a family {Hp} of Hilbert spaces and 

representations a -> apE B(Hp)' However, different PI' P2 may de
termine equivalent representati,ons a -> api ' a -> ap2 in the sense 

that for some invertible V: Hp -> H we have Va V-I = a , and 
I P2 PI P2 

this is of course an equivalence 
each equivalence class we find a 

tes. Then HA is defined as HA 

relation. By selecting one p in 
determining subset C of pure sta

LpECeHp and the representation 

u' A ~ B(HA) defined by u(a) = LpECeap is called the universal. re

presentation of A. We aim to compute dim HA when A = B(H)/J, for 
J a closed two-sided ideal of B(H). Observe that every two-sided 
ideal J of B(H) is a *-ideal in the sense that TEJ implies T*EJ 
[S,Chap. 1, §1, N° 11 and therefore the quotients B(H)/J are C*

algebras when J is also closed. 
In §2 we proved that the family £ of closed two-sided ideals of 
B(H) is order isomorphic to the initial interval [-1,0+1 1 , where 

~o = dim H. In particular J o is the largest proper two-sided i
deal of B(H). 

3.1. THEOREM. 'Let H be a Hil.bert space of dimension ~o and J a 

cl.osed two sided ideal. of B(H) different from the l.argest proper 

two sided ideal J o' Then the universal representation of A = 

= B(H)/J has dimension ~0+2' 

The method of proof is suggested by a counting argument used in 
[1S] (and credited to I. Kaplansky) that shows that dim HA = 

2~o = 2 when A = B(H) and H is separable infinite dimensional. 

We need some preliminaries. 

Let X be a discrete topological space of cardinal power ~v' and 
ex its Stone-Cech compactification. Thrn Card ex = ~v+2 ([7, Ch. 
3, Problem L, (c)], [21] , [13]). Assume II is an ordinal number 
and II < v . Denote by Xll C ex the set Xll = U {S ; SeX and Card S .;; 
.;; ~ } , where S denotes the closure of S in ex. 

II 

3.2. LEMMA. For every II < v, Card (eX -~) = ~v+2 (where "-" deno

tes set theoretical. difference). 
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P'I'oof. Choose 8 e X with Card 8';;; N. It is easy to see that S is 
Il 

homeomorphic to e8 (in fact, the injection i: 8 ~ eX extends to a 

mapping i': e8 ~ ex and the image i' (e8) is compact and contains 8 

as a dense subset), so that Card S=NIl +2 . Thus Card XIl .;;; NIl + 2 • Card' W, 

where W is the set of parts 8 of X with Card 8';;;N Obvio 
~ Il 

usly Card W';;; N Il';;;N 1 ' so that Card X ';;;N 2N 1 = N 1 ' whence v V+· Il Il+ V+ V+ 
Card(eX-X Il ) = NV+2 as desired. 

P'I'oof oj" Theo'I'em 3.1. Let J = J a with a< o. 1hen h(J) = a<a+1 = 

= h (rna) and therefcre J e rna ,; B (H) . Hence, if B = B (H) Ima, there 

is a natural homomorphism onto A 7 B (where A = B(H)/J). We shall 

show that there are NO+2 inequivalent pure states of B, a result 

that carries over to A by the homomorphism A'7 B. This can be 

done as follows: let X. be a discrete topological space with 

Card X = No' and identify H with R.2(X) = {f: X ~ C; Ilf(x) 1 2 <+oO}. 

Clearly R.""(X) = {b: X ~ C; 8uplb(x) I <+""} can be identified to a 

subalgebra D of B(H): the operator corresponding to b being f(x) ~ 

~ b(x)f(x). D is then the algebra of diagonal operators, and from 

a theorem of Krein [3, Ch. VI] or [17, Ch. V , §23 , N° 3, III], 

every pure state of D can be extended to a pure state of B(H). CI~ 

arly R."" (X) can also be identified to -g(ex) , the Banach space of 

all complex valued continuous functions on the compact space eX, 

and each xE ex determines a positive functional p : b ~ b(x) , 
~ x 

where bE't&(SX) is the extension to eX of h-ER.""(X). It can be seen 

that Px is a pure state for every XEeX ([13], [24]) and in fact, 

these are all the pure states of R.""(X). Denote again by Px ~ pure 

state of B(H) extending Px: R.""(X) = D 7 C. Assume now that 

xE ex-xa ' and let PE D be the projection associated to the charac 

teristic function b s of some subset 8ex with Card 8 = Na . It is 

clear from x ~ S, that bs(x) = 0, or p (P) = 0, whence p (p*P) = x x 
= p (P) = ° and therefore Pp = 0, which implies Tp = ° for all x x x 
TEma ; this means that p induces a pure state'of B = B(H)/m, 

x . a 
thus a pure state of A = B(Hi);lJ. This shows that there are 

Card(eX-Xa) = NiH2' d;:ii£.£eren,t pure states of A. Clearly the mem

b;ers. in an equi'l·alJ.e.n<l:.6lo class of representations are in one-to-one: 

C0>l1'1iespo..n>cl1en.ce, with iillt.'le'Jt1!:iiiDJle O-peJta tors V E B (H), which means that 

e.-ac.h elias.!> colittaLii1!li.£ at most Card B(H) representations. Now h'o,m 

the liIllttrix repJtesemtathH1J of operators follows that Card B (H) . .;;; 

S;; N.o+1 ' and therefore if C = {p} contains a pure state in each equj 

valence class, we have Card C .No+1 ;;;. Card (eX-Xa) = No+2 ' whence 

Card C;;;' No+2 . Thus, since HA = I pECEDHp' we have dim HA;;;' Card C p 

~ No+2 . We need now estimates for dim HA and Card L (L = set of 
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all states). Clearly L C CB(H). so that Card L';;; l\ 0+1 = l'I0+ 2 . Also, 

A/N, where N = (T ; p(T*T) = OJ is dense in H , so that dim H .;;; 
p p 

.;;; Card A/N';;;Card B(H) = l'I8+1' Finally, dim HA ';;;LpEcdim Hp '" 

.;;; Card C.l'I o+ 1 ';;; Card L.l'I o+ 1 .;;; ~+2l'10+1 = l'Io+2 ' We conclude that 

dim HA = l'Io+2 ' as claimed. 

3.3. REMARK. This proof does not actually depend on the conti· 

nuum hypothesis when J = (OJ . Thus: "if dim H = d, the dimens7.on 

d 

of the universal representation of B(H) is equaZ to 22 ". can be 

~Ct 
obtained without assuming that Z = ~Ct+1' 
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